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1. **A Guide to Zanzibar**: A detailed account of Zanzibar Town and Island, including general information about the Protectorate, and a description of Itineraries for the use of visitors. Zanzibar: Printed by the Government Printer, 1952. Wrpps, Cr.8vo. xiv,146pp. + 18pp. advertisements, 4 maps, biblio., appendices, index. Slight wear to spine, a very nice copy in the publisher’s pink wrappers. £ 15.00


3. **A Suffolk Boy in East Africa.** Published under the direction of the Tract Committee. London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, and New York: Pott, Young & Co., 1888. Fcap.8vo. 126pp. 4 plates. The biography of Samuel Speare, S.D. who worked for five years (1868 - 1873) in the Central African Mission at Zanzibar. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s dark green cloth. £ 150.00


6. **AFRICANUS. The Prussian Lash in Africa: The Story of German Rule in Africa.** London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1918. Cr.8vo. 143pp. dw. £ 50.00

xxviii,313pp. 12 plates, index, dw.
xiv,326pp. 37 illustrations on plates, map, index, dw.
The updating of the 1897 edition (Volume I) with the first editions of the other volumes. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s red cloth with the dustwrappers. £ 100.00

“Besides being an indispensable practical handbook, the work is an outstanding contribution to Bantu philology and to general linguistics.” - from the dustwrapper blurb. “A minutely detailed account of a language such as Miss Armstrong gives here would not have been possible without the aid of an interested, patient, and critical native assistant. Miss Armstrong was most fortunate in having such a one in Mr. Jomo Kenyatta.” The Winterton copy with his bookplate, light foxing to preliminary pages, dustwrapper torn and marked, a very nice copy in the publisher’s dark blue cloth. £ 60.00


Covers a little rubbed and marked. £ 15.00

xvi,214pp. biblio. £ 25.00


£ 18.00


£ 25.00


£ 30.00


£ 15.00


£ 18.00


£ 45.00
20. BASKERVILLE, Mrs. George. **The Flame Tree; and other Folk-Lore stories from Uganda.** With illustrations by Mrs. E. G. Morris. London: The Sheldon Press, nd. (1925) Cr.8vo. viii,113pp. 8 plates, chipped dw. A nice copy in the black and yellow decorated grey cloth with the matching dust-wrapper. £ 36.00

21. BEATTIE, John. **The Nyoro State.** Oxford: At The Clarendon Press, 1971 8vo. xiii,280pp. 8 plates, 4 maps, 3 figures, glossary, biblio., index, chipped dw. “Nyoro was the oldest of the four traditional kingdoms of Uganda.” With a presentation inscription from the author. £ 20.00

22. BEATTIE, John. **A collection of 12 papers on Ugandan ethnology.**
   (12). Bunyoro through the Looking Glass. Reprinted from Journal of African Administration, 1960 10pp. All in wrappers, 8vo. or Med.8vo; several with dedications from Beattie to Professor Meinhard. £ 120.00

23. BEHN, Fritz. **Haizuru: Ein Bildhauer in Afrika.** Munchen: Georg Müller, reprinted, 1924 8vo. iv,267pp. frontispiece and 40 plates, text-illustrations. Travels and Game-hunting in German East Africa. First published in 1915. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s decorated blue cloth. £ 36.00

College library bookplate to front end-paper, ink stamp to margin and verso of title page, shelf number to spine, occasional foxing, head and tail of spine slightly frayed, a nice copy of the first edition in the publisher’s dark brown cloth. £ 40.00


A presentation copy from Edward Wilmot Blyden the prominent African nationalist to Phillip Lemberg, the European Sierra Leonean trader and politician who became mayor of Freetown in 1900 and 1907. Inscribed on the title page, “Presented to P. Lemberg, Esq by Edwd W. Blyden Aug. 9. 1904”.
Covers and spine rubbed, dampstain to rear board and margins of latter pages damp-crinkled, tears to last two folding maps, a good copy in the publisher’s brown cloth. £ 375.00

28. BOXER, Charles R. & Carlos de Azevedo. *A Fortaleza de Jesus e os Portugueses em Mombaça.* Lisboa: Centro de Estudos Históricos Ultramarinos, 1960 Wrpps, 8vo. 127pp. 21 plates, numerous illustrations, maps and plans, biblio. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s cream wrappers. £ 45.00

30. BRELSFORD, W. V. (Ed.). **Handbook to the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.** Salisbury: Federal Information Department, 1960   Roy.8vo. ix,803pp. colour frontispiece and numerous monochrome plates, 5 folding maps, (4 in colour), biblio. A nice copy in the publisher’s red cloth. £ 15.00


32. BREWIN, Robert. **The Martyrs of Golbanti; or, Missionary Heroism Illustrated in the Lives of Rev. John and Mrs. Houghton, of East Africa.** London: Andrew Crombie, Fourth Thousand, 1897   Cr.8vo. 127pp. frontispiece and 19 plates and illustrations. The account of the missionaries killed in Golbanti on the river Tana in Kenya. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s red cloth. £ 60.00

33. BROWN, G. Gordon and A. Bruce Hutt. **Anthropology in Action.** An Experiment in the Iringa District of the Iringa Province, Tanganyika Territory. With an Introduction by P. E. Mitchell, Chief Secretary, Tanganyika Territory. With 1 map and 4 appendices. London: Published for the International African Institute by the Oxford University Press, 1935   Cr.8vo. xviii,272pp. folding map, appendices, index. “The experiment was carried out over a period of one year among the Hehe tribe,...” A very nice copy in the publisher’s brick red cloth. £ 20.00

34. BROWNE, J. Ross. **Etchings of a Whaling Cruise.** With Notes of a Sojourn on the Island of Zanzibar and a Brief History of the Whale Fishery in its Past and Present Condition. With numerous engravings and woodcuts. London: John Murray, 1846   Roy.8vo. xiii,[ii],580pp. frontispiece several text-illustrations, 8 woodcuts, appendix of 72 pages containing essays on “Sandwich Islands” and “Specimens of the Sowhelian Language” amongst others. In the publisher’s dark brown blind-stamped cloth, later reback in similar cloth with the original gilt spine laid-on, spine and corners rubbed, edges browned, occasional slight spotting, an unusually (internally) clean copy in the publisher’s cloth. The author visited several locations including Zanzibar which takes up about 140 pages of this account. “...one of the few accounts of life in the whaling fleet of the 1840s written by an intelligent and sensitive observer.” - Howgego: II, B66. £ 525.00
Wrpps, Roy.8vo. 47pp. 8 plates, index. £ 25.00

(2). viii, 468pp. 6 chromoxylographs, 14 woodcuts in the text, coloured folding map, appendices, index.
The fifth plate in the first volume has been trimmed by approximately 4mm. on each edge resulting in loss of the caption, in the second volume leaf vii/viii has been bound after page 16, a little spotting to plates, half-titles and map, a very nice copy of the first edition in an attractive binding. [Penzer: 65] £ 1,500.00


41. CHADWICK, Owen. **Mackenzie’s Grave.** London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1959 8vo. 254pp. frontispiece, map, biblio., index, dw. MacKenzie led the 1861 ill-fated mission to Nyasaland to start a settlement on Livingstone’s advise. £ 15.00

42. **Chaho cha Ufindi. Giryama Primer.** Oga wa bwana ndo maandiko ga ulachu udzo. London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1892 12mo. [16 x 10 cm] 24pp. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s light blue limp cloth. £ 90.00


45. CLAUS, Heinrich. **Die Wagogo.** Ethnographische Skizze eines Ostafrikanischen Bantustammes. Baessler-Archiv, Beiheft II. Beiträge zur Völkerkunde herausgegeben aus mitteln des Baessler-Instituts. Mit 103 abbildungen im text. Leipzig und Berlin: Druck und Verlag Von B. G. Teubner, 1911 Wrpps, Imp.4to. iii,72pp. 103 text illustrations, map, biblio., linguistic appendix. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s green wrappers. £ 125.00

46. COLLIER, F. S. **Forest Advisor’s Note on the “Economic Survey of Forestry in Kenya and Recommendations regarding a Forest Commission”.** London: 1954 stapled as issued, folio. 5 duplicated sheets of typescript with a smaller letter bearing the government crest. Headed “Confidential” and stating that the enclosed notes are for information of the Senior Officers. Collier is very critical of the “Hiley Report”. £ 48.00

47. CORY, Hans & M. M. Hartnoll. **Customary Law of the Haya Tribe, Tanganyika Territory.** Published for the International African Institute. London: Percy Lund, Humphries & Co., 1945 Cr.4to. xii,299pp. 42 folding tables, appendix, index. In the publisher’s blue cloth, now rather marked and worn, top of spine frayed and tear to side of spine; internally in very good condition with the typescript text. £ 36.00

49. Cott, Hugh B. Uganda in Black and White. With a foreword by Sir Andrew Cohen. London: MacMillan & Co., Ltd., 1959 Roy.8vo. xxvi,224pp. 109 plates, end-paper maps, index, chipped dw. The pen drawings of the author are divided into four parts: Buganda and Eastern Province; Karamoja District; Northern Province; and Western Province. £ 75.00


55. Crawford, E. May. By the Equator’s Snowy Peak. A Record of Medical Missionary Work and Travel in British East Africa. By E. May Crawford (née E. May Grimes) author of ‘A Little Sanctuary, and other poems’. With a preface by The Right Rev. the Bishop of Mombassa. And a foreword by Eugene Stock, D.C.L. London: Church Missionary Society, 1913 8vo. iv,176pp. colour frontispiece, 23 plates, map, chipped dw. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s dark green cloth with white lettering and a photograph mounted on the upper board. £ 45.00
56. CRAZZOLARA, J. P.  *The Lwoo.* In three parts: Lwoo Migrations, Lwoo Traditions, and Clans. Museum Combonianum N. 5, 6 and 8. Verona: Copyright by Missioni Africane, 1950-1954. Modern binder’s cloth, Med.8vo. (1). xii,112pp. coloured folding map. (2). x,113-323pp. (3). x,325-596pp. 3 maps (1 colour), index. The three works bound together with the front wrappers bound-in, a very nice copy in a binder’s grey cloth with a red leather label to spine. £ 250.00

57. CRAZZOLARA, J. P. (Verona Fathers). *A Study of the Acooli Language, Grammar and Vocabulary.* London: Published for the International African Institute by the Oxford University Press, 1938. Cr.8vo. xix,426pp. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s dark blue cloth. £ 60.00

58. CULWICK, A. T. & G. M.  *Ubena of the Rivers.* With a Chapter by Mtema Towegale Kiwanga and an introduction by Dr. L. H. Dudley Buxton. London: Allen & Unwin, 1935. 8vo. 444pp. 5 plates, 2 folding maps, folding chart, index, chipped dw. “This book was prompted by the eagerness of the Chief Towegale Kiwanga, and many of the Bena royal clan and elders, to have a permanent record of tribal history and custom.” An important monograph on the Wabena tribe of Tanzania. The Winterton copy with his bookplate. £ 100.00


61. Das Hochland. Monatszeitschrift für die Deutschen in Ostafrika. Mitteilungsblatt des Deutschen Bundes für Ostafrika. 4.Jahr Heft 1 - 12. Mufindi: Missionsdruckerei Vuga, Oktober 1933 - September 1934. Contemporary binder’s half cloth, 8vo. 392pp. occasional illustration, numerous advertisements. The twelve monthly issues bound together of this journal for German settlers in Tanganyika Territory. Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s green half cloth. £ 60.00

63. DAVIES, W. Twiston.  **Fifty Years of Progress:** An account of the African Organisation of the Imperial Tobacco Company, 1907 - 1957. London: The Imperial Tobacco Company, Limited, nd. (1957) 8vo. 92pp. colour frontispiece and numerous plates and illustrations, coloured folding map, chipped dw. £ 15.00

64. DAWSON, E. C.  **James Hannington: First Bishop of Eastern Equatorial Africa.** A History of his life and work, 1847-1885. Philadelphia: George W. Jacobs, nd. (circa 1887) 8vo. xi,451pp. frontispiece and 32 plates and illustrations, coloured folding map. Faint staining to upper margin of a few pages, a very nice copy in the publisher’s dark blue cloth. £ 45.00

65. DAWSON, E. C. (Ed.).  **The Last Journals of Bishop Hannington being Narratives of a Journey through Palestine in 1884 and A Journey through Masia-Land and U-Soga in 1885.** With illustrations from the Bishop’s sketches. London: Seeley and Co., 1888 Cr.8vo. xii,239pp. 16 plates, map. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, spine slightly faded and rubbed, a very nice copy in the publisher’s dark brown cloth. £ 75.00

66. DAY, Adela M.  **Sunshine and Rain in Uganda:** With a foreword by Lady Coryndon. London: East Africa, 1932 Cr.8vo. xi,160pp. 10 plates. With the bookplate of Ernest Testi. £ 65.00


68. DEBENHAM, Frank.  **Nyasaland: The Land of the Lake.** London: HMSO, 1955 8vo. xi,239pp. colour frontispiece and 28 monochrome plates, text-illustrations, 5 maps, (2 folding, 1 coloured), biblio., index, chipped dw. £ 15.00

69. DEMPWOLFF, Otto.  **Beiträge zur Volksbeschreibung der Hehe.** Baessler-Archiv, Beiträge zur Völkerkunde, Band IV, Heft 3. Leipzig und Berlin: B. G. Teubner, 1913 Wrpps, Imp.4to. 87-163pp. 3 illustrations. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s green wrappers. £ 90.00

70. DINESEN, Thomas.  **My Sister, Isak Dinesen.** Translated by Joan Tate. London: Michael Joseph, 1975 8vo. 127pp. 16 illustrations, map, dw. £ 40.00
71. DOLBEY, Robert V.  **Sketches of the East Africa Campaign.** By Capt. Robert V. Dolbey, R.A.M.C.  London: John Murray June 1918, reprinted August, 1918  
Cr.8vo.  xxiv,219pp.  12 plates, 1 folding map.  
Spine faded and lacking front end-paper.  
£ 100.00

72. DRIBERG, J. H. **Initiation:** Translations from Poems of the Didinga & Lango Tribes. Reading: The Golden Cockerel Press, 1932  
Tall thin 8vo.  
v,30pp.  10 illustrations.  From an edition limited to 325 copies and signed by the author, this is No. 140.  
£ 200.00

Roy.8vo.  
468pp. frontispiece and 22 illustrations on plates, folding map, biblio., index.  
The most comprehensive work on the Lango of Uganda.  Over half of the book is taken up with the ethnology, and further sections on grammar, vocabularies and fables. A very nice copy in the publisher’s dark blue cloth.  
£ 275.00

Cr.8vo.  
xi,228pp.  6 coloured folding maps, illustrations.  Travels around Lake Nyasa.  
Spine faded, a nice copy in the publisher’s red cloth.  
£ 50.00

Wrpps, Roy.8vo.  
140pp. numerous illustrations, biblio.  
£ 25.00

Disbound and stapled, 4to.  847-878pp.  4 plates.  
£ 12.00

77. DUFF, Sir Hector.  **African Small Chop.** London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1932  
8vo.  
223pp. tipped-in frontispiece, chipped dw.  
The author spent many years on and off in Nyasaland from 1897 onwards.  
With a chapter on the First World War in East Africa where he was Chief Political Officer to Brig.General Northey.  
A very nice copy in the publisher’s black cloth with the matching black dustwrapper.  
£ 50.00

78. DUFF, H.L.  **Nyasaland under the Foreign Office.** London: George Bell and Sons, 1903  
8vo.  
362pp. frontispiece and 15 plates, coloured folding map, appendix, index.  
With the bookplate of the Minnesota Historical Society and a paper shelf number to spine, an excellent generally unopened copy of one of the first major works on this country.  
£ 90.00

80. DUTTON, E. A. T.  **Kenya Mountain.** With an introduction by Hilaire Belloc. London: Jonathan Cape, 1929  Cr.4to. xv,219pp. 56 collotype plates, 4 maps (1 coloured folding), glossary, appendices. Covers unevenly faded, a very nice copy in the publisher’s cloth.  £ 175.00

81. DUTTON, E. A. T.  **Lillibullero or the Golden Road.** Zanzibar: Printed Privately by Hamish Craigie, 2nd printing, 1946  Quarter calf with marbled boards, leather label and raised bands, Med.8vo. xii,312pp. double-page map of the Northern frontier of Kenya. Tales of Northern Kenya in the 1930’s. The first printing of this book, in 1944, was limited to 100 copies. A nice copy recased in a recent quarter calf binding.  £ 275.00

82. DYSON-HUDSON, Neville.  **Karimojong Politics.** Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966  8vo. xvi,280pp. 6 plates, 30 figures, biblio., index, chipped dw. The author and his wife lived among the Karimojong for thirty-three months in 1956 to 1958. All work was done through the medium of the Akarimojong language.  £ 40.00

83. **Education for Development:** Report of the Survey Team on Education in Malawi. Prepared by The American Council on Education with the US Agency for International Development, 1964  Wrpps, 4to. v,81pp. appendix.  £ 15.00
84. EHRET, Christopher. **Southern Nilotic History.** Linguistic approaches to the Study of the Past. Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1971. Med.8vo. xiv,200pp. figure, 9 maps, appendix, biblio., index. £ 30.00


The important ethnographic account with many illustrations of objects: sculpture, baskets, pottery, weapons, etc. These issues also contain:-
Spiess, C. Zum Kultus und Zauberglauben der Evheer (Togo). Mit 3 fig.
The Winterton copy with his bookplate, slight damp mark to lower outer corner of part 4, a nice set in the publisher’s green wrappers. £ 375.00


Elton’s main concern was the eradication of the slave trade in Eastern Africa, he travelled extensively in the region, having completed a circuit of Lake Nyassa he died of Malaria attempting to reach the coast. An excellent copy in a recent contemporary-style half calf binding. £ 450.00

88. ELVERSON, A. M. **A Cast-away in Kavirondo.** Numerous Etchings by A. M. Elverson. London: Church Missionary Society, 1920. fcap.8vo. 132pp. text illustrations, 2 maps. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, spine slightly rubbed, a good copy in the publisher’s printed boards. £ 20.00

90. FAHS, Sophia Lyon. Uganda’s White Man of Work: A Story of Alexander M. Mackay. New York: Missionary Education Movement of the United States and Canada, 1907. Cr.8vo. vii,289pp. 14 plates, map. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, slightly rubbed, the white lettering faded, a nice copy in the publisher’s red cloth. £ 30.00

91. FALLERS, Margaret Chave. The Eastern Lacustrine Bantu, (Ganda, Soga). Ethnographic Survey of Africa, East Central Africa Part XI. London: International African Institute, 1960. Wrpps, Med.8vo. ix,86pp. folding map, biblio., index. £ 36.00


94. FEDDERS, Andrew & Cynthia Salvadori. Maasai. London: Collins, 1973 Imp.8vo. 112pp. numerous illustrations from photographs taken by Cynthia Salvadori, rubbed dust-wrapper. £ 15.00

95. FELIX, Marc L. Mwana Hiti: Life and Art of the Matrilineal Bantu of Tanzania. Munchen: Fred Jahn, 1990. 4to. 505pp. 288 plates, numerous photographs and illustrations in the text, 12 maps, biblio., slipcase. The important work on the art of the region. With German and English text. An excellent copy in the publisher’s cloth. £ 200.00


98. FISHER, A. B.  **Twilight Tales of the Black Baganda.** By Mrs. A. B. Fisher (née Ruth Hurditch). With illustrations. London: Marshall Brothers, Ltd., nd. (circa 1910) 8vo. ix,198pp. frontispiece and 23 plates. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a signed presentation copy from the author with her obituary from “The Times” tipped onto the front endpaper. A nice copy in the publisher’s light blue cloth with the white lettering. £ 75.00


100. FORWARD, Alan.  **“You Have been Allocated Uganda”.** Letters from a District Officer. Poyntington; Poyntington Publishing Company, 1999 Imp.8vo. vi, 170pp. 2 black and white and 41 colour illustrations, 2 maps, biblio., dw. £ 18.00

101. FOTHERINGHAM, L. Monteith.  **Adventures in Nyassaland.** A Two Years’ Struggle with Arab Slave-Dealers in Central Africa. By L. Monteith Fotheringham, Agent of the African Lakes Company. London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington Limited, 1891 Cr.8vo. xv,304pp. portrait frontispiece of the author and 20 plates and illustrations. Some spotting to preliminary pages, the inkstamp of the New South Wales Library to the title page and their similar gilt stamp to the upper board, a very nice copy in the publisher’s light blue pictorial cloth. £ 300.00

102. FOTHERINGHAM, W. & E. Aneurin Lewis.  **East Coast Fever: Its Transmition by Ticks in Kenya Colony.** Hyalomma Impressum near Planum P.Sch. as a vector. [Offprint from Parasitology.] Cambridge: at the University Press, 1937 Wrpps, Roy.8vo. 504-523pp. biblio. £ 15.00

103. FREEMAN-GRENVILLE, G. S. P.  **The Medieval History of the Coast of Tanganyika.** London: Oxford University Press, 1962 Med.4to. 238pp. 6 plates, 2 maps, 2 folding genealogies, biblio., index. “This work is the fruit of seven years residence on the Tanganyika Coast from 1952 to 1958.” Spine lightly rubbed, a very nice copy in the publisher’s dark green cloth. £ 100.00
104. FRENCH-SHELDON, M. (Bébé Bwana.). **Sultan to Sultan: Adventures among the Masai and other tribes of East Africa.** Boston, Mass: Arena Publishing Company, and London: Saxon & Co., 1892  Fcap.4to. viii,435pp.  25 plates, several hundred text-illustrations mostly of ethnographic artifacts, map.  Travels through Kenya and German East Africa, particularly in the region of Kilimanjaro by a determined American woman.  A fascinating account with much ethnological information.  Covers and spine slightly rubbed, a very nice copy in the publisher’s gilt lettered red cloth, signed by the author on the verso of the frontispiece.  [Robinson - Wayword Women: 27].  £ 250.00

105. GALE, H. P.  **Uganda And The Mill Hill Fathers.** London: Macmillan and Co. Limited, 1959  Med.8vo. xii,334pp.  18 plates, 4 maps (including endpaper maps), biblio., index, dw.  £ 50.00


107. GARLAND, Vera.  **Ryalls - A Woman and her Hotel.** Blantyre: The Society of Malawi, 1996  Oblong 4to. iv,92pp.  87 illustrations, biblio., dw.  A presentation copy from the author to Professor George Shepperson, a very nice copy.  £ 30.00


110. GIRAUD, Victor.  **Les Lacs de l’Afrique Équatoriale.** Voyage d’Exploration Exécuté de 1883 a 1885 par Victor Giraud, Lieutenant de vaisseau.  Ouvrage Contenant 161 Gravures d’Après les Dessins de Riou et 2 Cartes.  Paris: Libraire Hachette et Cie., 1890  Contemporary calf backed marbled boards with marbled end-papers, Imp.8vo. vi,604pp.  161 engraved plates and illustrations, 2 maps.  Giraud set out from Dar-es-Salem in 1883 to visit the areas Livingstone had explored.  He made important discoveries around the lakes Tanganyika and Nyassa before returning to the coast at Quelimane in November 1884.  [Broc: 163].  Spine a little browned and sunned, a very nice copy in a contemporary binding.  £ 450.00
111. GLUCKMAN, Max and J.M. Winterbottom (Ed). **Human Problems in British Central Africa, II, IV, V, VI.** In four parts. The Rhodes-Livingstone Journal, Numbers Two, Four, Five and Six. Livingstone: Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1944 - 1948. Wraps, 8vo. 80-90pp. per issue; articles by the editors and Neville Jones, J. Desmond Clarke, Margaret Trowell, etc. £ 25.00

112. GOODWIN, Harvey. **Memoir of Bishop MacKenzie.** Cambridge: Deighton, Bell, and Co., 1864. Cr.8vo. xii,439pp. lithographed frontispiece, 3 tinted lithographic plates, (1 panoramic folding), 3 maps, (2 folding), publisher’s lists. Early accounts of the Shire district of Nyasaland. A rather heavily rebacked copy in matching brown cloth, the publisher’s brown gilt decorated cloth and the spine being rather marked and rubbed. With the signature on the title page and the verso of the frontispiece of “Horace Waller, Cape of Good Hope, April 1864”; and several interesting critical annotations and corrections throughout the text. Waller, (Editor and author of “Doctor Livingstone’s Last Letters”) had been with MacKenzie in Central Africa in 1861. Later editions of this work did not have the litho plates. £ 350.00

113. GOODWIN, Harvey. **Memoir of Bishop Mackenzie.** Second edition. Cambridge: Deighton, Bell, and Co., 1865. Cr.8vo. xii,439pp. engraved frontispiece, 3 maps, (2 folding), publisher’s lists. Early accounts of the Shire district of Nyasaland. The second edition did not have the lithographed plates present in the first edition. £ 75.00


116. GREAT BRITAIN, Africa. No. 2 (1890). **Correspondence Respecting the Action of Portugal in Mashonaland and in the Districts of the Shire and Lake Nyassa.** Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of Her Majesty, February 1890. London: HMSO, 1890 [C.-5904.] Blue wrappers, Fcap folio. xi,231pp. Correspondence between the British and Portuguese governments on the territorial ambitions of both countries in central Africa. Much on Major Serpa Pinto’s expedition as well as contributions from H. H. Johnston. Wrappers worn and torn. £ 90.00

118. GREAT BRITAIN, Africa. No. 2 (1898). **Papers relating to recent events in the Uganda Protectorate.** In two volumes. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of Her Majesty, February-August 1898. London: Printed for Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1898. Wrppps, Fcap. folio. (1). [C.-8718]. 59pp. appendix. (2). Africa. No. 7 (1898). [C.-8941]. 57pp. 2 folding maps. Correspondence from June 1897 to July 1898, mainly from Major MacDonald. Covering MacDonald’s expedition, the Sudanese mutineers, rising in German territory, operations in Uganda with the successful termination of the mutiny. £ 150.00

119. GREAT BRITAIN, Africa. No. 3 (1901). **Correspondence relating to the murder of Mr. Jenner, and the Ogaden Punitive Expedition.** Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of His Majesty, May 1901. [Cd. 591]. London: Printed for His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1901. Wrppps, Fcap. folio. 48pp. “...a party of Ogadens on or about the 13th instant made a night attack on Mr. Jenner’s camp at a spot about 100 miles inland from Kismayu. Mr. Jenner’s escort of forty men was cut up; he himself was killed”. £ 75.00

120. GREAT BRITAIN, Africa. No. 6 (1894). **Report by Commissioner Johnston of the First Three Years’ Administration of the Eastern Portion of British Central Africa, dated March 31, 1894.** Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of Her Majesty, August 1894. [C.-7504.] London: HMSO, 1894. Blue wrappers, Fcap folio. 43pp. 5 coloured folding maps. Wrappers a little worn and chipped otherwise a good copy with the fine coloured lithographed maps showing the rainfall and rivers, agriculture, orographical, population and race, and administrative districts. All the maps were drawn by H. H. Johnston. £ 200.00

121. GREAT BRITAIN, East African Protectorate. **Correspondence respecting the Masai.** Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of Her Majesty, July, 1911. London: HMSO, reprinted 1913. Sewn as issued, Fcap folio. iii,23pp. Correspondence with the government and Lenana, Paramount Chief of the Masai concerning the move to the Southern reserve. Tear on front two leaves. £ 50.00


£ 60.00

124. **GREAT BRITAIN, Miscellaneous. No. 13 (1917). Reports on the Treatment by the Germans of British Prisoners and Natives in German East Africa.** Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of His Majesty, September 1917. [Cd. 8689]. London: Published by His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1917 Stapled as issued, Roy.4to. 31pp. With lengthy reports from clergymen, traders, estate workers and native teachers who had been interned at the outbreak of war. Includes the account of Reverend Ernest Spanton who later published “In German Goals: A narrative of two years’ captivity in German East Africa”. 

£ 75.00


£ 45.00

126. **GREGORY, J. W. The Rift Valleys and Geology of East Africa.** An account of the origin and history of the Rift Valleys of East Africa and their relation to the contemporary Earth-Movements which transformed the Geography of the World. With some account of the Prehistoric stone implements, soils, water supply, and mineral resources of the Kenya Colony. With appendices on the edible earths, soils, fossils, rocks, and Masai place-names by Prof. E. P. Cathcart, F.R.S., Prof. R. A. Berry, R. B. Newton, Esq., Miss Agnes Neilson, and A. S. Holles, Esq., C.M.G. With many maps and illustrations. London: Seeley, Service & Co. Limited, 1921 8vo. 479pp. 31 plates, 5 maps, (2 folding), appendix, biblio., index. Spine and boards a little rubbed and marked, slight damp-staining to upper and lower paste-downs, a nice copy in the publisher’s black cloth. 

£ 125.00


£ 15.00


130. GUTMANN, Bruno. *Dichten und Denken der Dschagganeger*. Beiträge zur Ostafrikanischen Volkskunde. Leipzig: Verlag der Evang.-Luth. Mission, 1909 8vo. viii,199pp. folding frontispiece and 11 plates. “By implying in his title that the Chagga, too, were thinkers and critics - though in fact the sense rather is ‘philosophers and poets’ - Gutmann openly challenged the general colonial prejudice...” - J. C. Winter: Bruno Gutmann, 1876-1966. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s grey cloth. £ 90.00


134. HALL, Martin J. *Through My Spectacles in Uganda; Or, The Story of a Fruitful Field.* By the Rev. Martin J. Hall, B.A., C.M.S. Missionary in Uganda. London: Church Missionary Society, 1898. Square 8vo. vii, 104pp. frontispiece and numerous illustrations, map. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s binding which is bound in what must be brown Uganda bark-cloth lettered and decorated in gilt to the upper cover. £ 75.00


“...early experiences in East Africa, where he first went as a young man to work on a farm in Kenya and afterwards, in the army, when he patrolled the isolated Northern Frontier District...” £ 25.00


The Swahili poems are transliterated and translated into English. £ 30.00


An excellent recased copy in the publisher’s red gilt decorated cloth. £ 125.00

140. HEANLEY, R. M. *A Memoir of Edward Steere, D.D., LL.D.* Third Missionary Bishop in Central Africa. Second Edition, Revised. London: George Bell and Sons, 1890. Cr.8vo. xii, 446pp. frontispiece, 4 plates, folding map, index. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, bookplate of Charles Groves, spine darkened and slightly rubbed at head and tail, a very nice copy in the publisher’s dark blue cloth. £ 50.00

142. HENNIG, Dr. Edw. **Am Tendaguru:** Leben und Wirten einer deutschen Forschungs-Expedition zur Ausgrabung vorweltlicher Reisenfaurier in Deutsch-Ostafrika. Stuttgart: E. Schweizerbart’sche, 1912. 8vo. 151pp. colour frontispiece and 70 plates and illustrations, map. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s orange printed boards. £ 75.00

143. HETHERWICK, Alexander. **Introductory Handbook of the Yao Language.** London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1889. Binder’s cloth backed boards, Fcap.8vo. xvi,281pp. 80 pages of grammatical notes followed by a Yao-English vocabulary. The author was in the Church of Scotland Mission at Blantyre where he spent five years studying the language; he has drawn on the work of Steere and MacDonald in compiling this. £ 275.00

144. HILDERS, J. H. and J. C. D. Lawrance. **An English-Ateso and Ateso-English Vocabulary.** Nairobi: The Eagle Press, 1958. 8vo. xv,58pp. The language of the Iteso of Uganda. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s pink cloth. £ 60.00

145. HINDE, Hildegarde. **Vocabularies of the Kamba and Kikuyu Languages of East Africa.** By Hildegarde Hinde (Mrs Sidney L. Hinde) Author of A Masai Grammar. Cambridge: at the University Press, 1904. Cr.8vo. xviii,75pp. The vocabulary is arranged with English, Swahili, with Kamba and Kikuyu each in two dialects. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s light grey cloth lettered in black on the spine and upper board. £ 100.00

146. HINDE, Sidney Langford and Hildegarde. **The Last of the Masai.** By Sidney Langford Hinde, H.M. Collector British East Africa Protectorate, Chevalier de l’Ordre Royal du Lion, Late Captain Congo Free State Forces, and Hildegarde Hinde. With illustrations from photographs and drawings. London: William Heinemann, 1901. Roy.8vo. xix,180pp. frontispiece, coloured plate and 58 monochrome plates and illustrations, appendix, index. The coloured plate shows the designs on the Masai warriors’ shields. This plate has sometime been secured in the inner margin by tape, this has been removed but left a brown mark in the margin, this copy rebacked with new endpapers, spine faded, a very nice copy in the publisher’s light green cloth. £ 200.00

147. HINE, J. E. **Days Gone Back: Being Some Account of Past Years Chiefly in Central Africa.** London: John Murray, 1924. 8vo. xii,313pp. 16 plates, map, index. The author was formerly Bishop of Likoma, of Zanzibar, and of N. Rhodesia. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s blue cloth. £ 75.00

149. HOBLEY, C. W. **Ethnology of A-Kamba and Other East African Tribes.** Cambridge Archaeological and Ethnological Series. Cambridge: at the University Press, 1910 8vo. xvi,172pp. 54 illustrations on 27 plates and numerous figures in the text, folding map, index. Part I covers with A-Kamba and Part II deals with the Masai, A-Kikuyu, Mogogodo, Mweru and several smaller groups. With the signature of the Swedish ethnographer Sture Lagercrantz to the margins of the half-title and title pages, a very nice copy in the publisher’s maroon cloth. £ 200.00


153. HORE, Edward Coode. **Tanganyika: Eleven years in Central Africa.** Second edition. London: Edward Stanford, 1892 8vo. xv,306pp. folding frontispiece, 12 plates and 2 maps, coloured vignette on title page, index. An account of the Central African Mission between 1876 and 1891 written by one of the original members, the author was also a sailor and responsible for the Mission boats on Lake Tanganyika. The folding frontispiece is a panorama of Ujiji. Bookplate of previous owner and his signature to head of title page, a very nice copy in the publisher’s red and silver decorated blue cloth. £ 150.00


156. HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. **Nandi Work and Culture.** Colonial Research Studies No. 4. London: Published by His Majesty’s Stationary Office for the Colonial Office, 1950. Cloth backed boards, Fcap folio. iv,126 pp. 22 illustrations, 5 maps, biblio., index. The Colonial Office Library copy with their library stamps. £ 25.00


158. HURST, H. E. **The Lake Plateau Basin of the Nile.** By H. E. Hurst, Controller, Physical Department. Ministry of Public Works, Egypt. Physical Department Paper No. 21. Cairo: Government Press, 1925. 4to. vii, 75 pp. 40 plates, (several folding), coloured folding map, 12 diagrams. A second part was published in 1927. The Lake Plateau Basin of the Nile is the area around Lake Victoria in Uganda and Kenya. Also included is a 1 page typewritten memo by Hurst on the subject of the quantity of melting snow in the Nile water. Lower outer corner bumped, a very nice copy in the publisher’s green cloth backed printed boards. £ 100.00

159. HUXLEY, Elspeth. **A New Earth:** An Experiment in Colonialism. London: Chatto & Windus, 1960. 8vo. 288 pp. 32 illustrations, 3 maps, index. The Colonial Office Library copy with their stamps. £ 10.00


162. JACKSON, Bill. “Send us friends”. By Bill Jackson. No place of publication: not dated (probably Belfast circa 1995) Wrps, 8vo. iv,396pp. 8 plates, 9 maps. Documenting Jackson’s missionary work at Karonga and Zomba in Malawi. With a letter from the author presenting this copy to Professor George Shepperson. A very nice copy in the publisher’s grey wrappers. £25.00


164. JOELSON, F. S. Germany’s Claims to Colonies. London: Hurst & Blackett, Ltd., 1939 8vo. 343pp. 1 plate, 7 maps, index, chipped dw. £60.00


167. JUNGBLUT, Carl. Vierzig Jahre Afrika, 1900 - 1940. Vierte Auflage. Berlin-Friedenau: Spiegel Verlag Paul Lippa, 1941 Cr.8vo. 233pp. 15 illustrations on plates, end-paper maps. The author spent 40 years in German East Africa and Kenya before being deported in 1940. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the grey publisher’s cloth. £25.00


169. KANDT, Richard. Caput Nili. Eine empfindsamer Reise zu den Quellen des Nils. Fünfte Auflage. Berlin: Verlag Dietrich Reimer, 1921 Med.8vo. xxiv,513pp. 24 plates, 4 coloured maps on folding sheet, index. An expedition across German East Africa to Ruanda to visit the source of the Nile which set out in 1898. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s black gilt decorated cloth backed boards. £120.00


173. KAYIRA, Legson. I Will Try. London: Longmans, 1966 8vo. viii,243pp. map showing the route of the author’s walk from Karonga in Malawi to Khartoum in the Sudan. £ 15.00


176. Kenya (Set of 12 plates). London: Prepared by the Central Office of Information and Published by Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1960 Wrpps, oblong folio. (30 x 37 cm.) 12 colotype plates, map. With the excellent large format monochrome photographs. An ex-reference library copy, covers a little dusty, a very nice copy in the publisher’s ring-bound wrappers. £ 30.00


180. KIRKMAN, James. **Fort Jesus: A Portuguese Fortress on the East African Coast.** Memoir number four of the British Institute in Eastern Africa. Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 1974  Cr.4to. xvi,327pp. 44 plates, 86 full-page figures, biblio., index, dw.  £ 60.00

181. KIRSOP, Joseph. **The Life of Thomas H. Carthew, Missionary to East Africa.** London: Andrew Crombie, 1897  Cr.8vo. vi,112pp. frontispiece and 5 plates, map. The account of a United Methodist missionary on the river Tana in Kenya. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s decorated green cloth.  £ 60.00


186. KOINANGE, Mbiyu. **The People of Kenya Speak for Themselves.** Detroit: Kenya Publication Fund, 1955  Wrpps, Fcap.8vo. iv,115pp. illustrations. The author was President of the Kenya Teachers College and a United Kingdom delegate of the Kenya African Union.  £ 25.00

by numerous drawings of articles collected by the author. He was a Senior Lieutenant with the Colonial troops in German East Africa and had previously worked in the Berlin Ethnological Museum under von Luschan. Mr. Ankermann of the same museum made the drawings, and the collection was placed there. Very good illustrations of just about every conceivable sort of material object. Spine slightly rubbed, a very nice copy in the publisher’s red cloth. £ 300.00

   (1). Das Leben der Safwa. xii,316pp. 8 collotype plates.
   (2). Geistiger Besitz. xii,337pp. 23 illustrations on 8 collotype plates, map.
   With the ownership stamps of William Bascom, the Winterton copy with his bookplate, an excellent copy in a black half morocco with a gilt spine and raised bands. £ 450.00

189. KOTZ, Ernst. **Im Banne der Furcht: Sitte und Gebrauche der Wapare in Ostafrika.** Hamburg: Advent-Verlag, 1922 Cloth-backed boards, Med.8vo. 245pp. 44 illustrations on plates and 32 text-illustrations. The author was a missionary in East Africa with a considerable interest in ethnology. The book is dedicated to Carl Meinhof and has an introduction by Felix von Luschan. Covers a little rubbed, a nice copy with the coloured illustration mounted on the upper board. £ 75.00

190. KRAPF, J. L. **Outline of the Elements of the Kisuáheli Language,** with special reference to the Kinika Dialect. By the Rev. Dr. J. L. Krapf, Missionary of the Church Missionary Society in East-Africa. Tübingen: Printed by Lud. Fried. Fues, 1850 Nineteenth century calf, 8vo. 142pp. appendix. From the library of the Church Missionary Society with their bookplate, spine rubbed, a very nice copy in late nineteenth century full calf with marbled endpapers. [Doke: Bantu, 47.] £ 350.00

192. KRUGER, Hardy. **Eine Farm in Afrika.** Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1970 Cr.8vo. 208pp. 16 plates, maps, dw. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s yellow cloth. £ 15.00

193. KUHNERT, Wilhelm. **Im Lande meiner Modelle.** Zweite Auflage. Mit 24 Steinzeichnungen, 8 farbigen Tafeln nach Gemälden des Verfassers und zahlreichen Federzeichnungen im Text. Leipzig: Klinkhardt & Biermann, 1920 Cr.4to. viii,281pp. colour and monochrome plates. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, spine rubbed, a good copy in the publisher’s maroon cloth backed boards. £ 40.00

194. LAMBERT, H. E. **Kikuyu Social and Political Institutions.** London: Published for the International African Institute by the Oxford University Press, 1956 Cr.8vo. vii,149pp. map, index, chipped dw. £ 25.00


196. LANGHELD, Wilhelm. **Zwanzig Jahre in deutschen Kolonien.** Berlin: Wilhelm Wiecher, 1909 Recent half morocco, Roy.8vo. xii,431pp. + 8pp. adverts, portrait frontispiece and numerous illustrations from photographs, index. Covering the author’s time in German East Africa from 1889 to 1900 and in Kamerun from 1900 to 1908. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, some careful repairs to margins of frontispiece, occasional spotting, a very nice copy in dark brown half morocco. £ 120.00

197. LEAKEY, L. S. B. **Adam’s Ancestors.** An Up-to-date Outline of the Old Stone Age (Palaeolithic) and what is known about Man’s Origin and Evolution. Fourth Edition completely rewritten. London: Methuen and Co., 1953 8vo. xi,235pp. 22 plates, 34 figures, biblio., index, torn dw. “This new edition of an established classic is not so much a new edition as a new book.” The first, second and third editions were all published in 1934. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s black cloth. £ 25.00


199. LEAKEY, L. S. B. **Defeating Mau Mau.** London: Methuen & Co. 1954, reprinted 1955 Cr.8vo. vii,152pp. From the library of G. Philip Rimington with his bookplate. £ 18.00
200. LEAKEY, L. S. B. **Kenya: Contrasts and Problems.** London: Methuen and Company Limited, 1936  Cr.8vo.  xiii,189pp.  8 plates, endpaper maps, appendix, dw. “In his new book Dr. Leakey describes many of the very pressing present-day Kenya problems,...” The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s purple cloth with the dustwrapper. £ 40.00

(2). The Cranium and Maxillary dentition of Australopithecus (Zinjanthropus) Boisei. By P. V. Tobias. Edited by Dr L. S. B. Leakey. xvi,264pp. frontispiece and 42 plates, 39 text-illustrations, 49 tables, biblio., index, dw.  
A third volume was published in 1971. The Winterton copies with his bookplates, ex-library copies with stamps to verso of title-pages, endpapers on volume I marked, a good set. £ 45.00

202. LEAKEY, L. S. B. **The Progress and Evolution of Man in Africa.** London: Oxford University Press, 1961  Cr.8vo.  viii,50pp.  2 plates, 2 figures, dw.  “This book contains Dr. Leakey’s Herbert Spencer Lecture and Thomas Huxley Lecture for 1961 delivered in the Universities of Oxford and Birmingham respectively.” The Winterton copy with his bookplate, with some relevant newspaper cutting inserted, a very nice copy in the publisher’s dark green cloth. £ 25.00

(1). xxiv,509pp. + lxxiipp. frontispiece and 10 plates, 14 figures, end-paper maps, index.  
(2). xxviii,511-991pp. + lxxiipp. frontispiece and 5 plates, end-paper maps, index.  
(3). xxiv,993-1369pp. + lxxiipp. frontispiece and plate, end-paper maps, botanical appendix, biblio., index.  “This impressive book is a complete record of the ways of the Kikuyu people, before and during the period of European influence which accompanied road and railway building and political and economic changes in the late nineteenth century. It is the major anthropological achievement of the late L. S. B. Leakey, and the culmination of his life-long study of the people among whom he was born and raised.” A very nice copy in the publisher’s brown cloth, all volumes with the dust-wrappers. £ 650.00
204. LEAKEY, L. S. B. **The Stone Age Cultures of Kenya Colony.** With appendices by J. D. Solomon, C. E. P. Brooks, A. T. Hopwood, H. C. Beck and M. Connolly. Cambridge: at the University Press, 1931  Cr.4to. xiii,288pp. 31 plates, 47 text-illustrations, 2 folding maps, biblio., index. A very nice copy in the publisher’s dark blue cloth. £ 100.00


206. LEIGH, Ione. **In the Shadow of the Mau Mau.** London: W. H. Allen 1954, 2nd impression, 1955 8vo. 224pp. 8 plates, map, index, dw. Written by an Englishwoman who had emigrated to Kenya a few years before the Mau Mau outbreak. £ 30.00


209. LETTOW-VORBECK, General von. **My Reminiscences of East Africa.** With portrait, 22 maps and Sketch-maps, and 13 drawings by General von Lettow-Vorbeck’s Adjutant. London: Hurst and Blackett, Ltd., nd. (1919) 8vo. xviii,336pp. frontispiece and 14 plates, illustrations and maps, index. In a comtemporary or later plain dark blue (remainder?) binding, lettered in gilt on the spine, leaf v/vi (dedication) removed, signature of MacFarlane of the 2nd Rhodesian Regiment to front endpaper, a good copy of the rare first edition. £ 100.00

210. LEWIS, E. Aneurin. **Report of Expiriments on the Control of the Glossina Pallidipes in Kenya Colony.** Investigations conducted under the auspices of the Veterinary Research Laboratory, Kabete, assisted by grants from the Colonial Development fund and from the Local Native Council, South Kavirondo, Kenya Colony. Cloth backed wrappers, Roy.4to. Nairobi: Department of Agriculture, nd (circa 1936) 73 pages of duplicated typescript, folding map, figures. £ 50.00
211. LIDDELL, R. Scotland. **Fifty Thousand Miles of Sun.** With fifteen illustrations from photographs by the author. London: Cassell and Company, Ltd., 1925 8vo. xiii, 284pp. 15 plates, index. A world tour taking in East, Central and South Africa. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, covers slightly marked, a very nice copy in the publisher’s pale yellow cloth. £ 25.00


(1). Notes on Kamba Grammar. With two appendices: Kamba names of persons, Places, Animals and Plants - Salutations. 100pp. biblio.
(2). Kamba Folklore I. Tales of Animals with Linguistic, Ethnographical and Comparative Notes. xii, 111pp.
(3). Kamba Folklore II. Tales of Supernatural Beings and Adventures. Texts, Translations and Notes. iv, 142pp.
Archives d’Études Orientales Vol. 10, 20:1, 20:2, 20:3. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in a recent maroon half morocco. £ 200.00

213. LINDBLOM, Gerhard. **Outlines of a Tharaka Grammar with a list of words and specimens of the language.** Archives d’Études Orientales Vol. 9. Uppsala: Appelbergs, 1914 Binder’s boards, Med.8vo. 54pp. biblio.
The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in a modern binder’s grey paper covered boards with a paper label to spine. £ 36.00


219. LIVINGSTONE, David. *Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa*; including a sketch of Sixteen Years’ Residence in the Interior of Africa, and a journey from the Cape of Good Hope to Loanda on the West Coast; thence across the continent, down the river Zambesi, to the Eastern Ocean. London: John Murray, 1857  8vo. x,687pp. folding tinted litho frontispiece of Victoria Falls and 44 other plates and illustrations, (including 2 tinted lithographs), 2 folding coloured maps, (1 in pocket of rear board), appendix. The first issue of the first edition of Livingstone’s famous account; this copy has been re-cased in brown cloth with the publisher’s blind-stamped cloth replaced on the covers and on the lettered portion of the spine. Slight foxing to the folding frontispiece, an attractive copy. £ 300.00

220. LIVINGSTONE, David. *Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa*; including a sketch of Sixteen Years’ Residence in the Interior of Africa, and a journey from the Cape of Good Hope to Loanda on the West Coast; thence across the continent, down the river Zambesi, to the Eastern Ocean. With Portrait; Maps by Arrowsmith; and Numerous Illustrations. London: John Murray, 1857  8vo. x,687pp. folding frontispiece of Victoria Falls and 24 plates, 20 illustrations, 2 folding coloured maps, (1 in pocket of rear board), appendix. The first edition of Livingstone’s famous account; this copy has been re-backed with the original backstrip laid on the spine and new end-papers. Contemporary signature on free end-paper dated November ‘57, a nice copy in the publisher’s brown cloth. £ 150.00

221. LLOYD, A. B. *In Dwarf Land and Cannibal Country*. A record of travel and discovery in Central Africa. With introduction by the Rt. Hon. Sir John H. Kennaway, Bart., M.P. With illustrations and maps. Third impression. London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1907  8vo. 318pp. frontispiece and 53 illustrations on plates, 3 maps, (2 folding). The first edition was published in 1899. The author was an explorer as well as a missionary who spent four and a half years in Uganda. Some foxing throughout, a nice copy in the decorated maroon cloth. £ 150.00
222. LLOYD, A. B.  **Uganda to Khartoum.**  London: Collins World Wide Library, nd (circa 1900)  16mo.  350pp. frontispiece and 12 plates, index.  
£ 15.00

The Winterton copy with his bookplate, spine worn at head and tail, a very nice copy in the publisher’s brown cloth.  
£ 45.00

£ 20.00

225. LOUIS, M.  **Love is the Answer (The Story of Mother Kevin).**  By Sr. M. Louis, O.S.F. (Franciscan Missionary Sisters for Africa).  Dublin: Fallons Educational Supply Company, 1964  8vo.  xiv,254pp.  portrait frontispiece and 16 plates, index, torn dw.  Mother Kevin was a missionary in Uganda from 1902 to 1954.  
The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s green cloth.  
£ 18.00

£ 15.00

The Winterton copy with his bookplate.  
£ 25.00

£ 20.00

(1).  Native Customs and Beliefs.  xvii,301pp. frontispiece and 3 plates, 5 illustrations, appendices.  
(2).  Mission Life.  xi,371pp. 5 plates, 8 illustrations, appendix.  
In 1878 Rev Duff MacDonald went to Blantyre in Nyasaland for the Church of Scotland Mission.  
The first volume contains chapters on material culture, arts, religion, laws, language, etc.  
The second contains short histories and the account of the authors’ travels and life at Blantyre.  
With the bookplate of H. E. Sumner of Southern Rhodesia, slight spotting to preliminaries in volume I, heads of spines frayed, in the publisher’s yellow cloth.  
£ 250.00


233. MADAN, A. C. Kiungani; or, Story and History from Central Africa. Written by the boys in the schools of the Universities’ Mission to Central Africa. Translated and edited by A. C. Madan, M.A. London: George Bell and Sons, 1887 Cr.8vo. xiii,291pp. frontispiece, coloured folding map, appendix. Interesting autobiographies of 13 boys in the Mission school in Zanzibar; they had all been rescued from slave-ships by British naval vessels and represent 10 distinct Bantu tribes from Eastern Africa. This is followed by collections of stories; from the region of Lake Victoria Nyanza, Lake Nyassa, and the East Coast. With the bookplate of Charles P. Groves, the Winterton copy with his bookplate, spine browned and rubbed at head and tail, a very nice copy in the publisher’s decorated blue cloth. £ 275.00


237. MAPLES, Ellen. *Chauncy Maples, D.D., FRGS*. Pioneer Missionary in East Central Africa for nineteen years and Bishop of Likoma, Lake Nyasa, A.D. 1895. A Sketch of his Life with Selections from his Letters by his Sister. London: Longmans, 2nd edition, 1898 Cr.8vo. xi,403pp. 2 plates, coloured folding map, index. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s blue cloth. £ 30.00


244. McCracken, John. **Politics and Christianity in Malawi 1875-1940.** The Impact of the Livingstonia Mission in the Northern Province. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977 8vo. xiii,324pp. 5 maps, biblio., index, dw. With an presentation inscription from the author to George Shepperson. £ 36.00


246. Mecklenburg, Adolphus Frederick, Duke of. **In the Heart of Africa.** Translated by G. E. Maberly-Oppler. London: Cassell and Company, 1910 Roy.8vo. xx,295pp. 4 colour plates and 150 illustrations on monochrome plates, 2 coloured folding maps, index. The Duke of Mecklenburg’s first African expedition which took place in 1907-08 and travelled around Lake Victoria, through Ruanda and then across the Congo, collecting much valuable scientific information on the areas and the peoples. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, the spine carefully rebacked with the original backstrip, a very nice copy in the publisher’s dark blue pictorial cloth. £ 275.00

247. Meinertzhagen, Colonel R. **Army Diary 1899 - 1926.** Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1960 8vo. viii,301pp. 39 plates in printed in colour, appendices, index, chipped dw. The author’s experiences in Kenya; and German East Africa and Palestine during the First World War. Uneven fading on front cover and spine. £ 90.00

248. Merker, M. **Die Masai.** Ethnographische Monographie eines ostafrikanischen Semitenvolkes. Von M. Merker, weiland Hauptmann und Kompanie-Chef in der Kaiserl. Schutztruppe für Deutsch-Ostafrika. Mit 89 Figuren, 6 Tafeln, 62 Abbildungen und einer Übersichtskarte. Zweite verbesserte und vermehrte Auflage. Berlin: Dietrich Reimer, (Ernst Vohsen), 1910 Cr.4to. xxxi,456pp. photogravure frontispiece of the author and 7 plates, (2 in colour, 3 double-page and 2 folding), 61 illustrations from photographs and 89 figures in the text, coloured folding map, index. The coloured plates show 49 shield designs, the monochrome plates show markings on the backs and ears of cattle, on arrowheads, and on arrow shafts. The spine has been rebacked and has a black leather label, in the publisher’s grey cloth, (slightly marked), with a stain at the head of the spine affecting only the margins of some pages, a good copy of the second and best edition. £ 350.00

250. MEYER, Hans. *Hochtouren im tropischen Afrika.* Leipzig: A. A. Brockhaus, 1923. Cr.8vo. 159 pp. portrait frontispiece, plates, illustrations and maps, dw. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s cloth with the dustwrapper. £ 40.00


255. MITCHELL, Sir Philip. *African Afterthoughts.* Foreword by Lord Hailey. London: Hutchinson, 1954. Med.8vo. xix, 288 pp. portrait frontispiece, maps, appendices, index, chipped dw. The author had been Governor of Uganda and then Kenya. £ 15.00

257. MOIR, Fred L. M.  **After Livingstone: An African Trade Romance.** By Fred L. M. Moir, a Founder, and now a Director, of the African Lakes Corporation Ltd. With a foreword by Ian Hay. London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1924  8vo. xx,200pp. frontispiece, 20 plates, folding map. Interesting early accounts of life in Nyasaland. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s blue cloth.  £ 150.00

258. MOIR, Jane F.  **A Lady’s Letters from Africa.** A Journey from Mandala, Shire Highlands, to Ujiji, Lake Tanganyika, and back. With an Introduction by Rev. T. M. Lindsay. Glasgow: James Maclehose and Sons, 1891  Cr.8vo. 91pp. 3 plates and several text illustrations, map. Jane Moir accompanied her husband Fred Moir who was a manager of the African Lakes Company on Lake Nyassa. Winterton copy with bookplate, boards slightly rubbed, a nice copy in the publisher’s blue cloth. [Robinson - Wayward Women: 167]  £ 350.00


260. MORDEN, William and Irene.  **Our African Adventure.** London: Seeley Service & Co., 1954  8vo. 256pp. 40 plates, folding map, end-papers illustrated with photographs of objects collected from Turkana and South Africa, index, dw. The Morden African Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History “developed in co-operation with the museum’s Department of Anthropology, concerned itself primarily with the little known natives of the Turkana District of northwestern Kenya Colony, and was the first major scientific expedition ever to return from that forbidding land.”  £ 100.00

261. MORELL, Virginia.  **Ancestral Passions: The Leaky Family and the Quest for Mankind’s Beginnings.** New York: Simon & Schuster, 1995 Med.8vo. 639pp. 16 plates, maps, appendix, biblio., index, dw. The Winterton copy with his bookplate, a very nice copy in the publisher’s cloth.  £ 20.00


263. MORTON, Geoffrey J.  **Just the Job: Some Experiences of a Colonial Policeman.** London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1957  8vo. 316pp. 15 plates, 2 line drawings, dw. The author started with the Palestine Police in 1930, moved to Trinidad in 1944 and on to Nyasaland in 1947 until 1953.  £ 48.00
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